
Mobility and Clean 
Transportation, Chicago’s 
Port



In September 2022, IIPD and the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) conducted a study to develop a port 
master plan with a vision through 2050 that identifies strategies to better utilize existing facilities and position the port 
to realize its full economic potential, while providing workforce, community, recreational and environmental 
benefits.

The Illinois International Port District is ripe for development and 
decarbonization



Clean hydrogen can play a key role in decarbonizing heavy duty transportation and transforming 
the port
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Source: Energy Information Administration, US Energy Related Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 2017; US EPA Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions | US EPA; 
Hydrogen Council Transport-Study-Full-Report-Hydrogen-Council-1.pdf (hydrogencouncil.com)

Illinois International Port District Hydrogen Hub -- Privileged and Confidential

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
https://hydrogencouncil.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Transport-Study-Full-Report-Hydrogen-Council-1.pdf


• The Inflation Reduction Act provided EPA with $3 Billion for the Clean Ports Program.  

• The NOFO is expected in January 2024.

• Funding is available for:
– Purchase and install of zero emission port equipment and technology
– Planning and permitting in connection with the purchase or installation of zero emissions port equipment or 

technology
– Development of climate action plans (in process for IIPD)

• IIPD clean development opportunities for funding include:
– Need for upgraded electrical infrastructure to support increased electrical demand for hydrogen or otherwise
– Hydrogen storage, fueling station and backup power 
– The port has already secured funding for a climate plan

• Key Partners:
– Local community stakeholders
– Tenant engagement to support commercial business case for storage and fueling
– Hydrogen hub partner engagement to support delivery of hydrogen

The EPA Clean Ports Program offers substantial funding
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Port development will revitalize the community, reducing emissions of 
freight transport will have substantial health benefits

Low Income / Asthma and Low Life Expectancy

* EPA Environmental Justice Screen, EJScreen (epa.gov) 

Diesel Particulate Matter

https://ejscreen.epa.gov/mapper/


Regarding Mobility and Clean Transportation, to achieve Greater Chicago’s 
Carbon and Equity goals, a critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 
months is to support the development of the grant application and letters of 
support for the IIPD to secure government funding to decarbonize port 
transportation and revitalize the local community.
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